Subcommittee
Assignment

Issue/Priority

Ranking

Policy Considerations

Operational Considerations

Implementation Steps

1. Does the recommendation add
value? 2. Is the recommendation
required by state or federal rule? 3.
Is the recommendation cost neutral?

1.What is the feasibility of
implementation? 2. What are the
staffing, budgetary and contractual
requirements? What are the reporting
and quality assurance requirements?
How is the policy prioritized with other
initiatives?

1. How and to whom will the policy
change be communicated? 2. Does a
formal training need to be developed?
3. How and when and for whom will
training be provided?

PDPPC Leads

Status

Develop a mission statement for
PDPPC to identify role,
responsibilities, priorities
Review and discuss tools for
hiring, retention, training,
resources and support to promote
Attendant workforce
EVV implementation
Review alternate Participant
Direction models used in other
states / countries
Mark's goal sheet and tracking
Identify resources to support
Attendants (mental health, social
and emotional support, crisis
Review possibility of allowing
direct purchase of services with
CDASS allocation for hiring,
advertising, background checks,
housekeeping, etc.
Review background check
requirements and discuss
expansion options
Support expansion of Participant
Direction in all waivers and
services for flexibility an choice
Increase participation in PDPPC
and subcommittees
Evaluate and implement ways to
innovate and improve facilitation
of PDPPC
Balance between CDASS and
IHSS in PDPPC to support
continued growth of programs
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1. Does the recommendation add
value? 2. Is the recommendation
required by state or federal rule? 3.
Is the recommendation cost neutral?

1.What is the feasibility of
implementation? 2. What are the
staffing, budgetary and contractual
requirements? What are the reporting
and quality assurance requirements?
How is the policy prioritized with other
initiatives?

1. How and to whom will the policy
change be communicated? 2. Does a
formal training need to be developed?
3. How and when and for whom will
training be provided?

PDPPC Leads

Status

Develop policies and procedures
to enhance and sustain PDPPC
leadership structure
Continue subcommittee for form
changes
Begin subcommittee for task
definitions (exercise, protective
oversight, etc)
Identify leads to oversee/update
this document
Participate in hiring process for
any participant directed programs
positions
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